
In a fast-changing technology landscape, 
migrating workloads and managing  
a secure cloud platform can be complex 
and cumbersome. The transition to 
cloud places a lot of strain on internal 
resources and often exposes gaps in 
expertise.  

Logicalis Production Ready Cloud 
helps you transform your business with a 
scalable and secure cloud platform 
delivered in a fast, cost effective and 
controlled way. Our proven approach 
delivers value at speed, with low risk, so 
you know you’ll get it right –  the first 
time – in record time.

 Proven cloud transformation 

 that delivers business  

 value at speed. 

 Logicalis Production Ready Cloud 



Step 1: Align
Readiness assessment
Cloud strategy roadmap and  
workload transformation plan with 
highly accurate cost expectations.

 A tried and tested framework 

 to help you achieve your vision. 

Setup and manage your Azure cloud at speed in a controlled and compliant way while 
minimising cost. Through our three-step approach, complemented by our expertise and best-
in-class technology, we help you to both strategically plan and execute on your cloud strategy. 

Security assessment
Detailed considerations around 
security, network, governance  
and application architecture.

Step 2: Transform 
Platform implementation 
Deployment of a standardised best-
practice platform using a proven 
approach that reduces time to value.

Workload migration
Low-risk migration with a new Azure 
application or existing lift-and-shift focus, 
to safely migrate workloads to cloud.

Step 3: Scale
Managed services  
Services to manage cloud 
performance, optimise cost and 
ensure governance and security.

Ongoing innovation
Continually modernise and innovate 
throughout the business lifecycle for 
long term growth.



 Our proven methodology  

 and value-driven approach is 

 what sets us apart. 

Leverage our years of experience in successful cloud migrations 
with an Azure Expert MSP audit-approved framework.

Global presence, 
local execution  
With a physical 
presence in 25 
countries and
experience working 
with global customers,
we’re a #1 MSP in the 
mid-market sector,
serving 10,000 
customers worldwide.

End-to-end 
capabilities  
We have unique 
consulting capabilities 
as well as managed 
services for 
implementing
and running cloud 
solutions, and
managing the 
customer lifecycle.

Value-driven 
engagements 
Occupying a space 
between GSIs, local 
specialist SIs and service 
providers, means our 
repeatable model is 
focused on simplicity, 
speed and agility to help 
clients achieve value 
faster, with less risk.

Industry  
specialists 
Our network of  
6,500 employees
has strong expertise  
in architecting
change in in financial 
services, banking, 
healthcare, government, 
manufacturing  
and more.



Stay ahead of change with  
a cloud platform that delivers 
value at speed.
Get in touch to find out how our team of experts can help you 
build a secure, flexible modern cloud platform at speed and low 
risk, with our our reliable framework and tested methodology.

Contact us »
marketing@tdlogicalis.com.au 

tdlogicalis.com.au

 We’re in the top 1% of Microsoft 

 Azure partners globally. 

As an Azure Expert Managed Services Provider we help our clients maximise 
the benefits that can be achieved from Azure. 

Our managed services expertise allows us to: 
• Accelerate business growth using infinite compute capacity.
• Leverage the full potential of new and innovative features offered by Azure.
• Ensure that your platform and ecosystem is as secure as it possibly can be.
• Align your cloud strategy with your business strategy and objectives.
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